
Title of PhD project:  

Mathematcal analysis of hydrodynamical models.

The leading unit: 

Insttute of Mathematcs, Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw, Poland

Requirements:

1. Completed Msc in Mathematcs  (master's degree)  or a related subject (Physics or in 

Computer Sciences). Knowledge of the subject in frame of analysis of partal 

diferental equatons.

2. Knowledge of issues: weak solutons, nonlinear partal diferental equatons, Sobolev

spaces, functonal analysis, nonlinear equatons, fuid mechanics,  collectve behavior.

3. Knowledge of English enabling communicaton, reading, writng scientfc works and 

cooperaton in internatonal community.

Tasks descripton:

1. Analysis of hydrodynamic systems of partal diferental equatons in terms of 

existence of (weak, measure) solutons, their regularity, behavior for large tmes, 

analysis when certain parameters converge to zero or infnity;

2. Processing and analysis of available literature and the latest available publicatons on 

the subject of the project.

3. Conductng research in cooperaton with foreign teams. Depending on the available 

funding - study trips, short internships in foreign units.

4. Preparaton of scientfc artcles and conference presentatons.

5. Regular reportng of work progress;



6. Assistance in daily scientfc and didactc tasks of the unit, including partcipaton in 

seminars and workshops of the Insttute of Mathematcs of the Polish Academy of 

Sciences and the IMPAS and of Department of Diferental Equatons.

Abstract 
Within the  project we will provide the mathematcal analysis of nonlinear Partal Diferental

Equatons (PDEs) and their solutons. In partcular, we will concentrate on problems related

to fuid mechanics, collectve behaviour, interacton of objects/partcles with fuid,

behaviour of the fuid on domain changing in tme. Such phenomena are observed in

sciences, technology or nature. Such analysis will give beter understanding of some complex

behaviours in considered models (systems of equatons).  The main goal of the project is to

show  well-posedness of the problem together with qualitatve propertes of solutons.  

Therefore we will try to answer some of the following questons: Are the considered systems

possess  solutons (strong, weak, measure-valued)? Are they global  in tme, unique or

regular? What is their behaviour for large tmes? How the whole systems can change when

some parameters converge to zero or infnity.

Many phenomena in nature, technology, sociology are described by models seeing it as a

fow. However, there is a wide class of phenomena for which the basic Navier-Stokes system

is not enough to describe more complex processes. Therefore, there is a need to construct

and analyse models that take full account of their character. Here, for example:  the Navier-

Stokes-Smoluchowsky type systems, generalized Navier-Stokes-Vlasov system, generalized

Euler systems can be used.

In partcular, in the comprehensive descripton of many phenomena the challenge is to take

into account: collectve behaviour and swarming of objects, microstructure associate with

partcles or objects interacton with fuid which are immersed in, non-Newtonian rheology of

the fuid, changes of the shape and volume of the domain, heat efects, diferent scales of

certain parameters which maters in the system are dominant or negligible. The above

mentoned phenomena are a source of nonlocal efects, nonlinearites in the system,

dependence on domain changes, and may change the character of the system respectvely.

The implementaton of the project will require the use  of advanced methods of the theory

of  partal diferental equaton and functonal analysis, which the PhD student will learn



during the studies. This project can be accomplished  in cooperaton with scientsts from the

University of Oxford, the Czech Academy of Sciences in Prague and University College

London.

Other informaton:

1) The supervisor will be dr hab. Aneta Wróblewska-Kamińska, e-mail:
awrob@impan.pl, Insttute of Mathematcs Polish Academy of Sciences.

2) This topic is related to the project: „Mathematcal analysis of hydrodynamic
models - nonlinearites, non-locality, domain, scales”  by Natonal Science Centre
Poland within the program Sonata Bis. Involved PhD student will have possibility
to apply for an additonal scholarship when carring tasks form the project.
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